Open letter to the World exposing the LIFE system Lies of Ryan Williams:

Like many I was enthralled by the QXCI/ EPFX/SCIO of Dr. Nelson and I went with Ryan Williams to sell
the LIFE system when they broke up. I was told that the LIFE had the same basic technology and was a
competitive product. I was there when I saw Dr. Nelson give fee room and board to Ryan and his family
of six for over two years. I watched Ryan run up big debt to many and owe Nelson’s company over
$750,000 dollars. I has seen Ryan and his family work with Desire’ Dubounet and speak highly of Desire’s
courage to be herself despite what convention thought. I saw Ryan speak highly of Desire’ in two
lectures in the Bahamas and in business for over two years. There was no problem but then greed and
conflict came in came in and the song switched. I became aware of the federal criminal inquiry of LIFE’s
Google adverts and I saw more. When I really looked into what was being said I started to think.
I followed Ryan thinking business is business and the systems being similar the LIFE was an opportunity. I
watched the business of the LIFE device go up and down and recently read the articles of Laima
Jonusiene, www.buksveikas.com. She did a thorough investigation into Dr. Nelson’s work and the LIFE.
Then I started to think. Ryan has said the LIFE was the same as the SCIO in measuring remedies, and at a
different time Ryan made a video showing they were different. I started to THINK.
Ryan was two faced saying things to make sales. The key to the workings of the device was the fact that
it shows us how a person reacts to remedies. But then Laima asked for validation and verification of how
the LIFE system did this and Ryan responded “if

you want validation and verification and
scientific studies then the LIFE system is NOT for you.” I started to not just Think, but to
look closer. No validation, No verification means it is fraud. Slick talk from Ryan don’t change this

I was shocked everything about the LIFE was lies. The only
studies showed on the LIFE system showed no difference from
placebo. The results we got were only placebo results. I
confronted Ryan on this and he laughed and said
“the alternative medicine community will believe
any story I tell them”. Ryan Williams

I started to Think. Many of us who switched from the EPFX found that the LIFE device was not as good
but life is life and sales is sales, we thought the LIFE would catch up with the technology. But Now I see
there were no researchers, no clinical doctors working to make LIFE better. So I did my own research.
EPFX/SCIO

LIFE

Products bought and tested

Yes, verified by CE record

None it was a Lie

Testing technology

Yes, verified by CE record

None it was a Lie

TVEP + EPR in registration

Yes, verified by CE record

None it was a Lie

Scientific Research

Yes, 30 years recorded

None it was a Lie

Approved Clinical research

Yes, 20 years 200 studies

None it was a Lie

Legal registration to test products

Yes, verified by CE record

None it was a Lie

Independent research

Yes, 20 years worth

None it was a Lie

Peer reviewed medical publication

Yes, 200 studies

None it was a Lie

Medical Textbooks University taught

Yes, verified and validated

None it was a Lie

Legal Scientific Validation

Yes, verified by CE record

None it was a Lie

When LIFE says that there device is the same it is fraud and a bold faced lie. The LIFE is just a counterfeit
box made up to look like the real item the SCIO. There was No science, No verification from Life.

I was shocked everything about the LIFE was lies. The only studies showed on the LIFE system showed
no difference from placebo. The results we got were only placebo results. I confronted Ryan on this and
he laughed and said “the alternative medicine community will believe any story I tell them”.
I now can see that the fraud this man was committing, the con game he had built all masqueraded to
look like the science and technology built by Nelson. The LIFE was a fraudulent counterfeit sham all just
designed to look like a scientific registered validated device built by what I now know is a great person,
Dr Nelson. Now Nelson has the courage and strength of conviction to choose his identity and the
malicious slander and disgusting ranting of Ryan about Desire’ are just a manipulative ploy, a sales line, a
lie all designed to con you into buying his bogus phony imitation sham device. Desire’ who gave food
and a home to Ryan and his family for two years and now is smeared and deceitfully maligned to cover
up Ryan’s lies. Ryan owes Desire’ over $750,000 dollars she lent them to start their business. Now Ryan
is laughing at all of us and telling lies to make sales. And he slanders Desire at every turn to sell more.
The companies like Oberon, Physiospect, Sensitv Imago, Introspect, CORE and a host of other
fraudulent devices have all maliciously slandered Nelson/ Desire’. They all fear the real science and due
diligence of registration, studies and the work Nelson/Desire’ have done. The FDA has a bogus charge
against him to just annoy Nelson.
It has been a word game. Who’s lying? Ryan was lying thru his teeth. All of these people have made their
businesses claiming that Nelson/Desire’ is lying. In fact I took the due diligence to check and I could find
no lie from Nelson. It seems that everything he has said and I mean everything is true. But let me tell
you almost everything Ryan has said is a lie. These other companies have been proven frauds. Ryan has
been proven a fraud and a lying conman. Nelson has done the research, the science, the statistics, the
registration, the publications and these are all facts. I participated in telling lies about Nelson to sell the
LIFE product. I had no idea just how pervasive these lies were. I would like to apologize to Desire’ and I
hope this confession helps the industry to see the real truth.
But this is not about Desire’, or Ryan, or me. It is about truth. If you use a device it is about it is about
how you justify the reading of reaction. It is about scientific validation, research, clinical studies, peer
reviewed publications, university curriculums, medicinal textbooks. Many people have stopped using
these devices because they used the LIFE and did not see good results. The SCIO worked with AC Milan,
Chinese Olympic team, Novak Djokovic, Na Li, the Hungarian Power lifting team these all point to

the power of the SCIO. This was all verified.
The question is validation and verification of how do you test the remedies. If you see a client
and they ask how does the system know this reaction What do you say in court. If you have a
SCIO there will be a small truck of registrations saying EPR and TVEP and studies, and peer
reviewed journals and much more. If you have a LIFE system well toilet paper might be the only
paper you have. Life has no verification because it is fraudulent.
This article might challenge you and you might own or sell the life system. You might wonder
what is really going on. Is it capable for Ryan to lie to us about what the device does?

Ask a simple question:
How does the system know the reaction and what studies and registrations verify this?
I found out that the SCIO team has a thirty years history of research, verification, confirmation,
registration, publication, university medical instruction and certified medical textbooks that
validate their claim. You can ask for these publications and they can be supplied. The SCIO
people did not speak a word about the LIFE. They honorably just gave us information on their
device. They gave us peer reviewed medical journals, certified medical textbooks, science,
studies, legal registration to test reactivity, and over two decades of clinical research.
If you ask for verification from LIFE you will get stories and excuses and slander. They will spend
more time slandering Nelson or misquoting Nelson than explaining how they do it.
As an insider who was duped, I feel the need to expose the LIFE lies. I know have checked this
all out and offer you this testimonial to help expose the lies and honor the truth. Some of you
people will believe any lie Ryan tells you. I will not. I have checked into it and will not be lied to
again.
I feel stupid to have been so duped by Ryan’s lies and to think I myself was drawn into
slandering Nelson/Desire’ makes me feel sick. To appease my soul I thought it best I tell the
world of the LIFE and Ryan lies. Ask questions of validation and get answers, ask for research,
ask for scientific verification but do not listen to slurs directed to other companies. Get the
answer to the question how do you measure the reaction of a patient to a remedy. And try to
do some due diligence on Ryan’s lies. Ask Ryan for verification of what the device is claimed to
do and why it has screens like those below if it is just biofeedback.
Thoughts of self doubt
Nutritional deficiencies
Toxic stress factors:
Fungus
Bacteria
Virus
Chemical agents ( pesticides, cleaners)
Heavy metals
Prescription drugs
Synthetic compounds (artificial sweeteners, food color)
Vaccines
Parasites
Allergens
Geopathic stressors
Bio field contamination, Micro Waves, EFTs

These claims of LIFE have no scientific explanation, no verification, no studies, no research, and
no legal basis for claim. These screens are just made up on completely random numbers and
they are proven to be a medical fraud. No studies have ever been done to verify the results.

I am sorry to admit that I worked with such a fraudulent company as LIFE to sell illegal
counterfeit bogus copies of a real scientific verified and validated technology. I hope this letter
can atone for some of my lost self-respect. Next time I’ll know to ask for verification before I get
roped into a counterfeit fraud. I hope that you will ask questions and not listen to slander of
others as well.
SINCERELY
SS
PS: I put the articles from an independent laboratory on this blog to show you.

